Creating a Killer

Resume
Strategies for the
New Graduate

Self-Assessment
Take some time to do a self-assessment on paper.
It is best to list everything you can think of and then
select the information that is most appropriate for the
position for which you are applying from this master list.

Pinpoint

Other Lists to Make:
Instrumentation / Equipment
LIS Software
Technical Abilities (Key Skills)
Certifications and Licenses

Skills
Abilities
Achievements
Experience

New Graduate Example
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Header
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Be BOLD!
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Include all of your contact
information at the top:
Full Name
Address (City/State only is ok!)
Permanent Phone Number
Professional E-mail Address
LinkedIn Address

Education

What would the employer gain by
hiring you, and ultimately, how
can you help them make money or
accomplish their goals?
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List your education at the top
followed by a detailed
description of your clinical
experience and skills.
Include a skills or
instrumentation list to show that
you are already familiar with, so
employers know your
knowledge baseline.

Experience

Use action words to describe an
overview of the skills you used
and learned in relevant positions
that show lab knowledge or
strength in character skills.
Highlight any leadership
opportunities, achievements and
special contributions that show
how you will be a great
employee to have on the team.

Examine the Details
List your education and experience in reverse
chronological order - begin with the most recent
experience first.
All dashes (-) separating dates or terms should be the
same size and distance apart.

Document Size: 8.5 x 11 inches
Margins: .5 to 1 inch boarders
Font Size: 10 to 14 points (except name in header)
Font Types: Times New Roman, Garamond, Helvetica
Paper: white or off-white high-quality paper

ABC

Certification

Clearly highlight your
certifications and/or state
licenses that you have or will
obtain or are eligible for.

In 3-4 bullet points or 1-3
sentences, explain why you are the
best candidate for the position.

Your name can be followed by
relevant education or certification
abbreviations.
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Summary

Spell out organizations and
abbreviate them, such as
American Society of Clinical
Pathology (ASCP), to optimize
search engines.
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And More!

Add more value and possible
ways employers can find you in
their database systems or on
Monster, Indeed or Career Builder
searches by listing
Instrumentation and key skills/
processes.
Other possibilities include
Lab/career-related volunteering,
academic achievements, or
professional memberships.

There will be several words the
spellcheck dictionary won't
know; so double-check all
instrumentation and skills.
Make sure you spell your job
titles correctly!
Ask a detail-oriented friend to
give you feedback on formatting
and to have them proofread
grammar and to check for any
awkward phrases.

Key Search Terms Recruiters Use to Find You:
Medical, Technologist, Technician, Clinical, Laboratory, Scientist, "ASCP", "AMT", "American Society of Clinical
Pathology", "American Medical Technologists", "MLS", "MLT", Hospital, Generalist and/or list your Specialty

Clinical Laboratory Recruiting Experts
See career opportunities on our website: www.lighthouselabservices.com
Connect with us and join the largest social media groups for Lab Professionals!

